
Mobile Hotspot: Instructions 

Guidance for Use 

A mobile hotspot will enable you to access the internet by providing a connection. You should put it in the room of 

your home where most devices will be connecting to it, as the closer the device is to the hotspot, the faster the 

connection will be. 

This hotspot provides 20GB of data per month, which is for your child’s home learning. It should be able to support 

several children to access their learning at the same time. The data should not be used for personal browsing and 

internet use as when the data allowance runs out we are not able to top it up - you have to wait until the following 

month’s allowance.  

If you are having trouble with more than one child streaming video lessons simultaneously then do get in touch and 

we will support you.  

 

Hotspot Setup 

1. When unboxed, remove the rear cover using the corner indicated in the picture. 

 
 

2. Find and write down the SSID and WIFI KEY. Then replace the cover. 

 
3. Press and hold the power button on the edge of the device for a couple of seconds. The hotspot will display 

the lights shown below right. 

   

  

 

4. To connect a device to the dongle, you will need to navigate to the WiFi connection settings for the device and 

find the SSID that you noted down in Step 2 in the list of available networks. When prompted, enter the WIFI 

KEY for the password. Your devices should auto-connect to the dongle the next time you use them.  

 

5. The hotspot will need charging at times. You will have been provided a USB charging cable that can be 

connected to a USB plug (often used for mobile phone chargers) or to a laptop. The battery LED (on the right 

in the above picture) will change colour to indicate battery life.  


